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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Santiago B. Salazar Córdova has contributed to the dictionary with 35 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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anticarismática
It refers to that person, mainly of the female sex who is against anyone who possesses charisma or that gift that
consists of being loved and having credibility of most people

autoproducción
Self-production is intimately linked to autarky, that is, that vision, for example in the countryside that the rural inhabitant
has to procure his food, his clothes and his footwear and even for his tastes such as tobacco, etc.  , is something that
allows freedom, in times of pandemic self-sustaining peasants managed to alleviate all this with very low levels of
contagion for being far from each other

autorrecargable
Say of that instrument that can be recharged by itself, for example through solar energy Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be energy autonomous by speaking

círculo rojo
It is the group of countries that work together with China to strengthen their imperial vision but it can also be a kind of
circle that is made around the eye.

curial
Belonging to the curia, especially to the Roman curia, therefore a court where dealt with contentious business, a group
of lawyers, notaries, attorneys and employees in the administration of Justice; the Roman curia is that congregations
and tribunals that exist in the Court of the Roman Pontiff to the Government of the Catholic Church.

desconcientización
If raising awareness is making someone aware of a case or a problem, deconscientization would be the opposite,
making them stop being aware, for example if there is a pandemic problem, without putting ourselves on the side of
anti-vaccine groups or the defenders of pharmaceutical transnationals, it would be necessary to generate awareness
that there may be infections if we do not have the minimum security measures beyond that some people want to do
gargle with baking soda or salt, etc.  , knowing that the virus does not support alkaline environments or that the alcohol
in the hands could for example break the small layer of fat of the virus and make it a little easier to be controlled by the
defenses or immune elements of the human being

exigir velocidad
There are bosses who say I want my job for yesterday! , that is demand speed, instead precision and quality should be
required even if it takes a little longer, the pandemic has taught us to be patient and to stress less and live less
depending on the time

globalista
The term or the word globalist refers to the person who considers that economically we are part of a globalized world,
the difference with those who raise globalization is that not only economic but also social issues enter in the latter case
and with planetarization is that the cultural also enters

grandisimo
great is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Very large" being its meaning:<br>It would be practically an
adjective Word to point out that something that is a masculine noun is truly great, part of exaggerations in the speech



that we have latinos who at the same time enrich our language and according to purists impairs it because well you
could say supremely large, big, super hyper large or very large

greyes
flocks is incorrectly written and it should be written as "flocks?" being its meaning:<br>Here yes I check, it will be the
plural of grey which is the Congregation of the people of faith who is assimilated to the Lambs and ewes with their good
Shepherd that the Bible and Christianity?, actually here yes I have doubt

guardianes
Are all those people who take care of something, guardians of the faith, guardians of security there is also called guards,
Park Rangers, Rangers, or guardians of the forest

hiperconsumismo
Consumerism itself is a vision where people believe they are happy consuming and spending sometimes more than they
need but hyper-consumerism is already an exaggeration or aberration, an extreme of consumerism where you no longer
even buy for the pleasure of having something sometimes not necessary but you configure spending for the sake of
spending,   obviously this happens in people who have resources or who go into debt, for example they no longer make
their shoes last by sending them to fix where a shoemaker "patch" , they want to be at the last cry of fashion, there are
people who by the excessive consumption of food comes to develop morbid obesity, that does a lot of damage to nature
that can not sustain so much population and come there birth control measures whether natural or obtained in the
laboratory like viruses, etc. 

infectólogo
Tell yourself about the professional who treats and cures infectious diseases

jactan
Come brag, i.e. of those who boast of something without being it, presumed, etc., who thus proceeds would be a
boasting

logubre
logubre is incorrectly written, and should be written as "do lugubrious?" being its meaning:<br>Is it not lugubrious? and
that word if there is meaning

minichef
It is said of that little boy who presents culinary skills to prepare delicious dishes both in taste and presentation, flavor
and nutritious

multilateralismo
Tell yourself what form of management or negotiation in which a country visits or contacts some other countries is to
seek funding, achieve better development or simply by seeking to improve its cultural relations with those other
countries, it is used as opposed to bilateralism since the latter is when a country only visits a country and not for
example an organization like the United Nations , the OAS, the World Bank or the IDB that are often called in the
financial area of the multilateral

no faltaría más
It would not be lacking an expression that is punished that is used when someone asks a person for help and that



person volunteers and willingly offers to do that favor, help or support to those who ask for it and at that time is when
they say "it would not be lacking anymore"

ponerse odioso
In Ecuador "getting hateful" is used when a person starts to demand more than they should

proempresario
It is said of everyone, especially the male sex who is in favor of entrepreneurs and people who use private initiative to
undertake

propalestino
Tell yourself about the person who holds very high or in high esteem the related to Palestinian culture without
necessarily saying that he is against the peoples or countries that consider themselves enemies of that great nation that
by his own historical right must have a space as israel has it, etc. 

quédate solo con lo mejor del campo
The countryside has interesting things, pure air, food, etc.  , for city dwellers it has no comforts but if one sees the best
that has well worth the phrase "stay only with the best of the field" and not with the bad

resocializacion
It means re-socializing or socializing for example a high-impact environmental study that could not be understood in a
first socialization or that was not done right and must therefore be re-socialized

rezumbando
rezumbando is incorrectly written and it should be written as "buzzing" being its meaning:<br>As it comes from hum I
would like to say in our Latin American Spanish that has happened twice, as for example the sound of a bee that we
pass to touching the ear buzzing

shungo
In Ecuador in many indigenous communities speaking kichwa shungo signficia heart, that they say are " Uma, shug
shungu, shug Kader " Shug, i.e. a single head, one heart and one voice...

simiruco
This word comes from the quichua, the simiruco is that character being son of white and india is appointed foreman,
there was one case of a person who was in the area of Carapungo in Quito or going to that population, was a native of
the town of Llano Grande, or rather a Mongrel child of a white English simi's big mouth, voice or Word, so Ecuadorian
Indians say shug Kader, shug shungo, shug are uma, one voice, one heart, a single head, it would truly be shimiruco,
ruco is old in quichua, it would then be " old from boca grande " to the Cro-Magnon became simiruco

sinnificado de la planta de guayusa
sinnificado of plant guayusa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "guayusa" being its meaning:<br>Plant
guayusa ( Ilex guayusa ) It is a relative of the mate 40 plant; Ilex paraguarensis or paraguayensis ) used as a tea,
medicine, or type of tea in South America, is consumed in the Ecuadorian Amazon, also make a prepared with alcohol in
low quantities is medicinal but in high doses can be hypnotic, narcotic or psychotropic, used it the shamans to see more
back in the indigenous culture according to their beliefs.



stockista
Here yes would appear to be the case from whom goods are in stock or existence any, necessarily if so then is an
anglicism but also could be Existentialist what else, as for example in Mexico carrying that material or materials ( mainly
41 construction; they are called materialists...

superenamorado
When one person is very much in love with another, in this case a man surely of a woman, does not actually fully comply
with the rules of Spanish but in youthful speech, at least in Ecuador it is used in that sense

tipos
It's a quality that sets a person, animal or thing apart, it's a taxonomic category

trasojar
trasojar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "plucking?" being its meaning:<br>It could be to remove leaves
and then it would be trashojar although it does not exist because it is plucking, could not be considered as after or
behind the eye although Ecuador says that when someone they have been seeing him being a baby and have taken
away their energy or some evil may happen is he says that " have browsed you ", that popular culture that suddenly do
have scientific basis for the issue of exchange of electrons and magnetism...

vendabal
Vendabal is a strong wind which can cause damage and is often used much in the Caribbean where they often have
hurricanes and tsunamis leaving vendabales as a result, vendabales that may well come from the beach to land inside


